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NAVPOD’S NEW LINE OF POWERPODS WITH RAM® MOUNTS 

Waterproof Housings Combine the Protection of a NavPod with the Mounting 
Flexibility of RAM® Mounts 

Bend, Ore. – NavPod, manufacturer of high-quality waterproof housings for marine 
electronics, announced today the launch of a new line of waterproof housings, 
PowerPods with RAM® Mounts. Whether installed on a sloping dash or vertical 
bulkhead, the new PowerPods can be mounted on practically any surface, resulting in 
an endless variety of installation options. 

PowerPods are better than bracket mounting. Very sturdy and secure, yet clean and 
attractive, these mounts provide protection for fishfinder/chartplotters from the harshest 
of wet boating conditions. PowerPods give the convenience of easily reaching and 
controlling a multifunction display while providing added security with protection from 
theft. NavPods’ unique stainless steel tamperproof fasteners and the RAM® Mounts’ 
Pin-Lock™ security system are combined to allow boaters to leave electronics on board 
the boat without worry. All NavPods are manufactured with a double gasket system that 
provides an excellent watertight seal. 

“After recently launching our PedestalPod range with integrated RAM Mounts, we have 
expanded this option to our popular PowerPod product line,” said Rob Walsh, president 
and owner, Ocean Equipment. “By working with RAM Mounts, we have added 
tremendous versatility. RAM Mounts has always provided the industry with a high-
quality and reliable product and we are excited to incorporate the brand’s cutting-edge 
flexibility into our waterproof housings.” 

RAM® Mounts are designed with a patented rubber ball and socket system that allows 
precise positing of your fishfinder or chartplotter. The PowerPods with RAM® Mounts 
use the large 2.25-inch rubber “D” size balls, two cable manager base platforms, RAM-
D-201U-C arm and the RAM® Mounts Pin-Lock™ security knob. A RAM Hi-Torq™ 
wrench is also included. 

NavPods are available in pre-cut models compatible with all 7-, 9-, 10- and 12-inch LCD 
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displays from all major marine electronics manufacturers. 

NavPod backs their commitment to quality by offering a 10-year warranty on all Gen3 
NavPods. PowerPods can be purchased through a nationwide network of marine 
electronics dealers, national retailers and wholesale distributors. For more information 
on NavPod’s wide range of mounting solutions for inland fishing, offshore power and 
sailing, please visit www.navpod.com. 
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About Ocean Equipment: 
Based in Bend, Oregon, Ocean Equipment is best known for its NavPod series of waterproof housings designed for 
nearly every brand of marine electronics. All design and production of the NavPod product line is done in-house on 
state-of-the-art thermoforming equipment and using the latest manufacturing techniques. To learn more information 
on Ocean Equipment and its full line of products, please visit www.oceanequipment.com.  
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